
"The improving Shit-list" 

Prioritising the sacred - that is what we are here
for.  

But we may need to free up some time...

Last week we went into what really nourishes your soul. 

Now - it would be great to only do soul nourishing things allll day

every day. But that isn't really a thing. 

So whilst I don't want to focus on the negative... We need to address

the "shit-list". 

"the hard work around values
isn't finding out what they

are, the hard work is
defending them in a world
with competing priorities"

We know what is most important, we know what makes us feel great. We

know how long these things take. Let's put them into our week! But we

may need to shift  some other things out, or at least make them a bit

better. 

Grab a blank sheet of paper... Or use the template I give you. And lets

make some time for our soul. 

 

 



Brain dump "the things" 

Firstly - brain dump all of the things that you have to do in the next 7

days. Anything that pops into your mind.

Good things, things you love, things you don't, appointments, work etc. 

Secondly - High light the "have to's" so, things like work etc. We can't

reallllly avoid these things. The stay on the list. 

Then lets put a star next to the soul nourishing *

Next lets' a close look at the "shit-list"

What are thing things that you really drag your heels on? I call them

the "shit-bits". 

It can be anything, big or small. For me - the biggest drain on my life

is the washing, folding, and cleaning in general. 

Then with the list of what I call "shit bits" lets see what we can do,

to either, free up that time, or have less impact on our lives.

Can we "mitigate"? ie reduce the impact of, "delegate" ie hand over to

someone else or "eliminate" ie remove all together? 

EG  that "shit-bit" I mentioned before, I try to mitigate the impact of

that task, by stock piling a bunch of awesome podcasts that I love to

listen to and listen whilst I do it. Makes it less tedious. 

Another EG I find bedtime with my kids extremely triggering. Literally

brings out the very worst in me. That job is now my husbands. I do

dinner & bath, he does bed (delegating friends!) 

Which brings us to the "eliminate". These things are the things that are

no longer serving us. THese could be the "I should really clean out that

old cupboard" ask yourself this - what impact is this having on your

day? (other than feeling guilty that it isn't done) does it help you

live out your values? Nope. Eliminate it. Take it offfff the list 



All of the things.... 
brain dump here */M/D/E



Week 3 done! 

The idea is, to free up your time

away from the shit-list and lean

more towards the things you value

and the things that light you up. 

Next week - bringing it together

into a weekly and daily plan.

Remember - these exercises aren't

something to beat yourself up over,

just something to get you thinking.

Something to help us to tip the

balance towards things that light us

up!


